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What is the Idea?
•There are fundamental and key concepts in every BCom subject. 

•These concepts can be calculation intensive or non-calculation intensive.

•Often times students find them very difficult to understand and remember.

•It is not always possible to cover every possible detail in the class.

•However we can help students by providing contextualised support (video tool): 
• To make their learning more interactive and engaging,
• Provide them with just-in-time support, 
• So that they can take their own time to understand the difficult concepts.



Examples of Key Concepts in BCom 1st 
year Units
MAE 101 MIS 171

Reading graphs

Slope of a line

Movement along the line vs Shift of the line

Area of a triange

Concave/Convex

Solving for linear equation

Dealing with percentages

Ealsticity/percentage change

Dealing with fractions/Decimals

Reading graphs

Descriptive stats
Mean/Median/Mode
Variance
Skewness

Percentiles
Probability distribution
Normal distribution
Probability
Conditional probabilities
Sample/Population

Sampling error
Standard error
Hypothesis testing
Z score
Regression
Solving Linear Equation



Examples of Key Concepts in BCom 1st 
year Units
MAF 101 MAA 103

Reading graphs
Cost curves
Accounting Equation
Balance sheet
Income statement
Cash flow statement
T-account
GST collected
GST Paid
Accrual Accounting
Ratio Analysis

Operation with decimals
Operation with fractions
Dealing with negative numbers
Summation Notation
Dealing with percentages
Solving linear equation
PV and FV
Solving for n/r
Annutity 
Compound Interest
Simple Interest
Descriptive Stats
Mean
Variance
Covariance



Success of Concept Videos in MAF101!
With the help of Inclusive Curriculum Capacity Building (ICCB) project team in T3 
2016 MAF101 concept videos were produced. 

These videos were much appreciated by students and it has improved the pass rate of 
MAF101 significantly.

The following people played a significant role to make this a success in MAF101:
Annette Nguyen (Unit Chair MAF101)
Peter Vuong (DBS)
Harsh Suri (Learning Futures)
Robyn Everist (ICCB)



Example of a Concept Video For MAF101

Time to maturity –how long the investment target will be achieved?
If Jeff plans to purchase a new car for 25000. He invests $20000 and the yield is 8% 
p.a., compounding quarterly. When will Jeff make his purchase? Assume the price of 
the new car does not change. 

PV = 20,000, FV= 25,000, m = 4, r = 0.08 / 4 = 0.02
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n = 11.27 is the number of periods 
(quarters). t = n/m = 11.27/4 ≈2.82years

Jeff has to wait for nearly 3 years to 
purchase his ideal car, assuming its price 
does not change.

https://video.deakin.edu.au/media/t/0_fo0b5p6f
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